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ABSTRACT
The paper sheds light on a university-led cross-innovation approach where the focus is on so-called “Makers” as a distinctive local group. We introduce the format of a policy clinic—comparable to policy innovation labs—as a method to bring different stakeholders from various local contexts under a given thematic topic temporarily together to learn how to initiate new policies for maker spaces. The key thematic interest is to focus on city challenges and approaching so-called “wicked problems.” This requires wide stakeholder engagement by others not present at the event of the policy clinic. The clinic is a temporary trans-local event but is framed by wider participation involvement that starts earlier and is accompanied by a number of approaches before the Policy Clinic event takes place.
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1. Introduction

The focus on the phenomenon of self-organized local spaces of production such as Fab Labs, maker spaces, coworking spaces, alternative worklabs, Repair Cafés and many others have raised the interest of many local administrations on how to support, to frame, and to upscale these spaces.¹ Our paper contributes to the debate on self-organized policies as well as local-regional support mechanisms by constructing a spatial view on the governance and steering modes between public and private bodies that goes beyond the geographical fix.²

While many scholars have discussed these new local spaces from the point of view of geographical and social places, the following perspective will be introduced: how are interregional communities of practice from various cities in Europe aiming at developing a procedural view on building up and supporting maker spaces in local spaces? Here, Budge argues that "existing research points to tensions and absences in relation to policy and planning for creative precincts, including makerspaces."³

Our research interest as well as our theoretical starting point takes this as a key reference argument to take a closer look at the role of policy making for maker spaces in the urban context. Thereby our view on policy making is grounded on a perspective of procedural learning and knowledge. From this point of view, mixed expert, policy and maker communities co-create the social context in order to activate new economic development.

As a process of co-creation, our argument is built on a spatially sensitive practice-based theory approach as well as on the role of interaction among diverse user groups from various disciplines and institutions. Our aim is to understand policy making for maker spaces from an interaction and socio-spatial perspective and from a point of view of policy making co-creation.

In this way, the role of place and scale should be brought forward to enrich the analytical benefits from an urban and economic viewpoint. In doing so, a growing number of open maker spaces have recently

---


². Our paper contributes to the debate on self-organized policies as well as local-regional support mechanisms by constructing a spatial view on the governance and steering modes between public and private bodies that expands policy making in geographically fixed boundaries. We emphasize situational, flexible and adaptive policy-making processes that expand policy making beyond geographically (e.g. regionally or locally) fixed boundaries. See James R. Faulconbridge, "Stretching Tacit Knowledge beyond a Local Fix? Global Spaces of Learning in Advertising Professional Service Firms," Journal of Economic Geography 6, no. 4 (August 1, 2006): 517–540; Ben Williamson, "Governing Methods: Policy Innovation Labs, Design and Data Science in the Digital Governance of Education," Journal of Educational Administration and History 47, no. 3 (2015): 251–271.

³. Budge, "The Ecosystem of a Makerspace," 82. See also Budge, "Making in the City."
emerged as a research subject. Those attempts are either aiming at identifying the structuring role of these "social innovation places" or better understanding self-organized transition processes on the way to a sustainable society.

Policy making in these urban and regional situations has been criticized for some time for its formalized directive top-down policy making processes. As a consequence, to increasing demands on urban and regional question of justice, social integration, economic innovation and sustainability, policy instruments need to be responsive to support spatial, innovation and skills strategies in timely and inclusive ways.

With the help of spatial-theory enriched policy concepts, a procedural and reflective process will be proposed showing how maker spaces could be placed, orchestrated, and supported. We ground our argument on a European-funded learning project, called Urban Manufacturing (2016-2021) that seeks to find practical and procedural tools and instruments for policies for improving maker spaces. We reflect on various phases of learning, of peer-reviewing, and of creative design tools to stimulate joint and shared knowledge creation among heterogeneous participants from creative disciplines as well as from public administration, academic institutions and the creative industries.

In the following two sections, new approaches to policy planning will be proposed to meet the needs of heterogeneous social, cultural and economic interests. Section three introduces several key factors driving new modes of working in local and urban contexts that are based on the construction of a temporary translocal creative space aiming at finding new steering measures for maker spaces. This will be presented in sections 4 and 5. contextualized and concluded in section 6 and 7.


2. Conceptual starting points

2.1 Local knowledge creation in global competitive contexts

The first starting point is to ask how democratic, scientific and educational institutions develop new collaborative learning and transfer fields against the background of global and regional competitive situations in order to respond to changing social and entrepreneurial expectations as well as to knowledge-specific expectations. Local administrations, universities and educational institutions are faced with the challenge of, on the one hand, maintaining a plurality of disciplines and, on the other hand, meeting increasing performance expectations that are critical to decision-making at comparable European and global assessment levels.

Following this line of thinking, an explanation of how universities and higher education institutions on the one hand demonstrate practices and formats for the achievement of the so-called Third Mission is needed. In addition to internal entrepreneurship processes, the “open university” path opens up a broad field in which various transfer workshops and laboratories seek to play a mediating role between learning and seminars related to credit points on the one hand, and application-oriented, practical labour market experiences on the other.

On the other hand, the goal of universities is to achieve relevant trans-disciplinary answers to regional economic or regional cultural challenges with small and medium enterprises (SMEs), civil society and intermediary actors in a collaborative knowledge production process. The design methods at the methodological-didactic level can be identified as collaborative co-creation formats. Their concrete negotiation and workspaces are addressed here as “third places” within the policy and knowledge agenda of the so-called “third mission of universities.”

---


2.2 A spatial view on fulfilling the “Third Mission”

For universities, the Third Mission has added a third academic mission to the two missions of teaching and research. This means, according to Roessler et al., that already today academic researchers are much more involved in areas that are not exclusively to be attributed to teaching or research and are perceived as public. According to them, the task is to link universities with civil society and companies.15

Third Mission includes, for example, cooperation projects with partners outside the higher education landscape, networks and regional working groups, e.g. with municipalities, or programmes in the field of continuing education.16 The term gives a name to activities, tasks and achievements that universities have been practicing for many years in addition to teaching and research. Since the late 1980s, there has been a discussion about the third mission of universities. The theoretical approaches are based on the more economic concepts of the “entrepreneurial university” and Mode-2.17

In concrete terms, this means that, in addition to the traditional tasks in research and teaching, higher education institutions also carry out activities that can be of benefit to their respective regions. These can be training courses, scientific support for regional processes and knowledge transfer in a variety of forms. This activity also includes cooperative research projects with regional companies. Third Mission is thus a strategic profile-building task. In practical terms, this means, for example, initiating cooperation that achieves transfer effects between companies, students and universities.

---


As yet not a subject of much discussion, universities have started to develop internal innovation spaces\(^\text{18}\) or so-called Third Places.\(^\text{19}\) The term Third Places is an answer to what universities and colleges want to achieve in concrete terms: in addition to teaching and research on the one hand, and practice and application on the other, they organise transfer to business and society and to offer the necessary places, infrastructures and methods. Third places can be transfer workshops that bring two spheres together—such as SMEs and students—productive exchanges with new offers of interaction and solution-oriented methods.\(^\text{20}\)

This means that the Third Mission is geared to growing new regional potential, or that it creates new institutions in order to help focus public expectations and demands for societal change. Collaboration, as a distinct asset of knowledge competence and as the key to a successful transition design, is at the centre of this approach.

### 2.3 Policy making in new translocal and temporary social fields of action

The growing number of bottom-up spaces recently has challenged policy makers on how to best support these initiatives. In addition to state-led new governance models and participation opportunities, a new generation of city entrepreneurs seeks to help define their work and living environments to meet their needs and aspirations in a collaborative and common-based way.\(^\text{21}\) Cities have long been places engaged with their diaspora communities for bringing fresh cultural perspectives and issues of inclusivity to the fore in terms of public policy.\(^\text{22}\) As a structural consequence and due to the reverse effects of the internet, paradoxically, local and regional production is now more possible, and this is fuelled by a need for authenticity in terms of product, service, and practical making.\(^\text{23}\) This brings local public administration to the centre of attention.

This socio-political and socio-economic re-positioning is nevertheless difficult to achieve for public administration in cities. This is mainly because asymmetrical speeds of different urban and regional developments add to the often-mentioned slowness of the response by policy makers. Although there is a recognition of the constraints of the cyclical nature of policy making which is often at odds with the needs on the ground:

---

21. Smith, Fressoli, and Thomas, "Grassroots Innovation Movements."
22. Karvonen and Heur, "Urban Laboratories."
For example, the development of policies in the European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) context is in a seven-year cycle. In addition to that, there are attempts to analyse first-hand approaches how to respond to these developments from the perspective of policy making. Based on an increased number of urban and regional successful innovative social collectives24 there is an increasing curiosity in respect of speeding up collaborative decision-making by policy makers to create collective methods for site-specific common purposes. There is also a tendency for policy makers to plan in silos and for the sectors themselves to work in isolation from each other which exacerbates the problem.

The issue to be addressed is: where are new policies invented and negotiated out of the administrative "silos" and routinized habits and networks?

It is of interest how meetups are a category of temporary social events and can be understood as an expression of spatially relevant patterns of action among various geographically distributed networks and stakeholders. Short-term events aggregate resources and allow specific actions outside of the formal routines and habits. Out of such events, the creation of formal or at least temporary institutions can be coordinated and communicated afterwards.

Such approaches are often based on the concept of locally-limited and routed "creative," social and cultural capital—as e.g. design thinking methods—of mobilizing existing and new demands. In temporary notions of proximity, space is understood as a form of physical, cultural or institutional proximity between local and translocal market participants that come together for specific purposes (in this case the forming of policies for maker spaces).

Often, paradoxically, this local proximity can itself be regarded as a fixed unit. Recently, against this static perception of spatial proximity that addresses the sequences of practices and processes in a given space has been changed to the formation of dynamic, temporary and relational concepts in the organization of local/translocal networks, exchanges and institutions.25


3 New spaces for knowledge creation and key recent development trends – a first summary

The following aspects mark some first conceptual findings from where to start our view on new spaces and policy making for maker spaces.

3.1 New collaborative fields for policy making

Exploring these conceptual aspects together, our research approach acknowledges the changed relations between science and society observed in recent years through new forms of knowledge production and collaborative exchange. This is expressed in new collaborative concepts such as "open innovation," the "mode 2" knowledge production or "transdisciplinary research" (TD), which are particularly widespread in sustainability sciences.

Against the background of complex real-world problems and a large number of groups of actors with different perspectives, interests, values and knowledge, the question is to what extent a spatial view can offer relevant insights into the creation of policy means that take part across silos, sectors, and established routines in order to support maker spaces.

3.2 Maker spaces as starting points to regenerate urban areas

From a geographical view, makers in the wide field of Cultural and Creative Industries (CCI)—mainly a new type of cultural entrepreneur in combination with cultural and creative initiatives—often acted as pioneers for activating less used spaces. Though Cultural and Creative Industries are mainly an established field of policy making, there is a need to include the growing number of creative entrepreneurs, freelancers, self-employed agents into suitable policies. Their collective place-making achievements, e.g. the installation of fab labs, coworking spaces, and creative workshops have raised the attention of policy makers in how to create conditions for economic growth for tech entrepreneurs, makers and SMEs. These "sticky places" aim at attracting and retaining "talent" for the urban based-knowledge economy.

28. Schneidewind and Augenstein, "Three Schools of Transformation Thinking."
30. Budge, "Making in the City"; Budge, "The Ecosystem of a Makerspace."
3.3 The search for inclusive innovation policies

From a policy making point of view, many regions aim at rolling out their innovation agenda within what is known as culture and creative industries. Software and games industries, in particular, act as catalysts for transition and growth with other sectors. For instance, the interconnection of the health segment with software and games industries is a widely known cross-sectorial case that triggers inclusive policies that stem from cross sectoral innovation practices between these branches.33

As mentioned above, blueprint policies are hardly ever accepted on a regional and local level. The shift from Generation X to Millennials is marked by the desire for individuality and meaning in the work environment, the need for sustainability and responsible growth with the reality of competition in a global world economy. This has left regional policy makers puzzled as to how to design new places of encounters between creative people, civic society, enterprises and policy makers.

The need for changed contribution and participation derives from the paradigmatic shift of digitization. In the course of a changed nature of employment and new competencies and skills ensuring all citizens benefit from these changes, the need to overcome enclosed social and innovative silos in terms of both physical space and to allow for creative thinking and innovation is of foremost importance on the local-regional policy agenda.34

3.4 Our research and methodological view on new approaches to policy making and its design in changing worlds

These indicative drivers suggest a need for new approaches to policy planning as a responsive process in order to meet the changing needs of policy makers. As a reference case, a university-led cross-innovation approach will be showcased where the focus is on so-called “makers”35 as a distinctive group which has the characteristics of these key factors mentioned above in section 3.1. to 3.3.

We introduce the format of a so-called policy clinic, that stems from learning organisation practice, from “learning by doing”36 and aspects of “hack” practice—collaborative and intensive activity on a shared topic which is outcome-orientated. It therefore suggests a time-limited focused activity addressing a “problem” through sharing of expertise.

33. Chesbrough, Vanhaverbeke, and West, New Frontiers in Open Innovation.
34. Seravalli, “While Waiting for the Third Industrial Revolution.”
The policy clinic format is comparable to policy innovation labs, a methodology to bring different stakeholders from various local contexts under a given thematic topic temporarily together to learn how to initiate new policies for maker spaces.

The key thematic interest is to focus on city challenges and approaching so-called “wicked problems.” This requires wide stakeholder engagement by others not present at the event of the policy clinic. The clinic is a temporary event but is framed by wider participation involvement that starts earlier and is accompanied by a number of approaches before the policy clinic. We will now describe these factors and the nature of challenges that help frame the context for the policy clinics from a spatial point of view that goes beyond the understanding to develop relevant forms of knowledge in a geographically-bound entity.

4 The case of Urban M (Urban Manufacturing)

Essentially framed by an EU-policy learning approach, the Urban M project looks at makers and how cooperative working can be supported to break down silos at the city region level for establishing productive and supportive frames: this could be maker spaces or FabLabs. This became the basis for the project supported through the EU Interreg Europe Programme. The partnership led by Birmingham City University (BCU) comprises Lisbon, the Italian region of Lazio, Bratislava, Vilnius, Zagreb, Birmingham, Kranj and San Sebastian and runs from 2017 through to 2021.

The Urban M partnership seeks to address the needs of cities for collaborative maker spaces, these can be characterised as fab labs working with policy makers at the city and regional levels. Urban M focuses on specific innovation policies and how they can be adapted to allow for collaboration at the governance, policy and project level. The partners are at different levels of development and spread geographically across Europe.

The intention of Birmingham City University (BCU), supported by a core team of external experts, was from the start to develop a framework of policy support which is responsive and informed by users taking into account design thinking principles. Urban M can therefore be seen as addressing the new modes of living and working in urban environments at a policy level, by focusing on the establishment of fab labs and creative entrepreneurship, on the need to break down silos in the innovation eco system, as well as on the role of millennials as entrepreneurs in the new forms of work in a “maker” economy.

---

38. Fleischmann, Hielscher, and Merritt, “Making Things in Fab Labs.”
39. Design thinking requires a user perspective for the development and delivery of products and services
5 Methodology, empirical steps, and findings of the policy clinic approach

The policy to be tackled in the context of the Urban M programme is discussed and agreed first at the level of the local public authority. For Interreg Europe this has to be defined with clear objectives to improve support for maker spaces. For example, with the development of an innovation ecosystem in a city or region to include maker spaces, of commercial routes to market for makers to encourage business sustainability and with the development of policies to support SME’s analytical approach through science (STEM) and creative thinking through the Arts.

Once the policy to be tackled is agreed, stakeholders are then convened by the public authority to meet, facilitated by the local partner as a Steering Group to act as a “critical friend” for the policy makers throughout the project. Members of the Steering Group are directly involved in seeking to implement the policy and will attend study visits and bilateral discussions throughout the Urban M project to share good practices and support the implementation of the policy changes.

The Lead Partner, in this case BCU, analyses the type of changes to be tackled and then groups the policies together to reflect partners with similar needs. These can be along the lines of “how maker spaces can support the innovation ecosystem,” “how maker spaces can be commercialised to ensure sustainability” and “how maker spaces can support grassroots innovation.”

This initial grouping of themes is then agreed at a meeting of all the partners and the Policy Clinics are then designed and planned by the lead Partner so that each partner city hosts at least one Policy Clinic and also attends a minimum of one.

This is the moment when the policy clinic demonstrates its potential as an event-based social framework. Timewise it is short, it allocates all essential stakeholders for at least 1-2 days and the European funding frame with European partner cities and potential accesses to foreign markets creates higher attention than any local innovation policy. The events triggers decision outside the everyday routines and therefore needs careful planning as well as short-time formats (that of the policy clinic) to allow change.

Within the event, policy makers are requested to collaborate with each other and with entrepreneurs, freelancers and members of SMEs, identifying strategies for policy changes. The lead partner and external experts have devised a sequential “policy clinic methodology” to firstly set out the common policy areas from the strategies of the partners. This is essentially a desk research exercise on the partners’ policies to draw out key points and seek commonalities.
The approach starts focusing on key aspects and themes identified by the lead partner-team to reflect back to the partners. Topics have included "how can collaborative approaches help commercialisation of maker spaces?" and "the maker space and education, how best to engage with schools, the tertiary sector and universities." The topic is agreed and hosted by the partner city/region joined by on average two to three partners most closely aligned and interested in the topic. The approach is iterative in nature—it takes open discussion and mutual trust to focus on the innovation challenge with the host partner and to then communicate with the other partners the nature of the topic and the applicability for them. This can be shown diagrammatically as in Figure 1 [Fig. 1].

The Policy Clinic format is usually scheduled as a one-day-and-a-half event with expert meetings among practitioners, policy makers, and local actors. Stakeholders form a temporary collective and manifest a translocal "community of practice."

Participants then move to three or four site visits which exhibit different aspects of the challenge—such as how a maker space engages with the research base or how it coordinates activity with other innovation providers and SMEs. These site visits are project-specific and inputs are made from staff on the ground lasting around two hours. There is specific time at the end of each visit for partners to record their ideas (on a pro forma provided by the lead partner-team) and give immediate feedback. This is effective as a "reaction" to the visit enabling an immediate clear focus and supports the iterative nature of the process.

The final session on day two is structured around the participants discussing and agreeing key points for feedback following the site visits and scene setting remarks. The external experts also feedback drawing from examples from similar contexts beyond the immediate partnership and commenting on key issues and the success factors from the projects. The session concludes with a session led by a facilitator where key points are listed for the host city to consider as well as the learning points for the participating cities. Finally, on return, the lead partner-team reflects
on all the individual points and suggestions and makes a series of recommendations in a report as possibilities for the host in terms of changes to governance, policies or the introduction of new projects.

6 The distinctiveness of the Policy Clinic approach

6.1 Thematic view on effects of the policy clinic for policies for maker

The approach is inclusive and emphasises pro-active participation. The Policy Clinics have "learning by doing" and reflection by working in teams as key elements. The challenges are real examples from the policy makers seeking solutions to tackle problems. The policy clinics build on the philosophy of a community of practice in the project.

A key aspect is the focused nature of the event, a realisation that policy makers want tangible outcomes rather than broad insights where applicability is not so clear. The approach is positive in nature—building on what works and seeking to gather and understanding why this is so, following an appreciative enquiry approach.

The approach has elements of design thinking methodology. Challenges are presented and emerging solutions are then discussed as key issues to be addressed then prioritised for action. These policy actions are further developed in discussion with stakeholders after the Policy Clinic itself. Resources are allocated and ideas taken forward and tested as pilot actions to be mainstreamed. It is an iterative process and learning is a recurring factor throughout. The Policy clinics require a good degree of trust—the participants recognise the different starting points and contexts and that insights will come from a range of participants. This means that policy makers working in new contexts may be able to quickly learn from more established systems and think of new possibilities (the situation of policy makers in cities/regions new to the EU).

The sessions are timely—feedback is over a short period and this means that participants in the clinic can reflect and absorb the learning from the event in their day to day practice.

40. Argyris, Organizational Learning II.
41. Etienne Wenger, Communities of Practice: Learning, Meaning, and Identity (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 1999).
6.2 Spatial view on social events as a frame for policies of maker spaces

Referring to policy making as a form of social practice and of co-creation while encountering different stakeholders, these approaches take place in specific flexible and temporary geographies. By introducing the methodology of the case clinic, the role of temporary events and temporary fields has been highlighted where different expertise come together in order to systematically find answers on how to strengthen maker spaces and the new culture of making in urban context. Whereas the literature on temporary fields and co-creation seems to be blind, our case contributes to this debate by pointing to the following aspects.

First, interaction and encounters do need systematic framing by facilitators and moderators in order to allow for focused conversation.

Second, prototyping methods that stem from design thinking are helpful in order to allow for a strict user-centred perspective in short time spans. Systematic methodologies allow for rapid development of prototypical first-hand solutions on site-specific and distinct local problems.

Third, translocal knowledge and expertise from other cities are a vital resource to support and to challenge local policies.

Fourth, policy making out of the formal democratically-legitimized field of voting and contributing to the public good, is based on mutual trust building. The observed policy clinics take this into account because, seeing, social proximity, and exchanging on rather site-specific contexts than abstract and meta-complex issues dynamizes mutual understanding and exchange.

In doing so, policy clinics reinvent participatory-based policies which in paradoxical times of shrinking acceptance of the policies and increases the need to steer public commons in urban and regional contexts.

7 Conclusions

The cities and region hosting the Policy Clinic each take away a range of specific insights on policies and processes. However, the policy benefits if this were the only outcome would not be as profound or useful.

For example, San Sebastian took away the need for consolidation of innovation policies to enable synergies between the maker and innovation communities. This for San Sebastian highlighted the need to develop an evidential base and to argue for a long-term approach in the next round of ESIF 2020-2027.

For the region of Lazio, the policy clinic acted as a validation of the policy of design thinking based on city challenges. This is already evidenced in the maker community and other innovation actors can now be supported
by focusing on this approach to better connect with the Lazio ecosystem for internationalisation and commercialisation.

In respect of the city of Lisbon, the focus was agreed on better connectivity within the ecosystem with targeted support for expertise for commercialisation at all levels to maximise the economic output of the maker and knowledge intensive sectors.

A logical next step for the methodology is to engage with users and citizens more directly using the same methodology and philosophy—a deeper understanding of the quadruple helix approach to planning.

8 Outlook: Further applications of the Policy Clinic approach

The approach fits well where there are common challenges across territories and cities where new ideas and approaches need to be tested. A challenge-based methodology fits well in this respect. There is a sense of a “community of practice” underpinning rationale in the Policy Clinic approach—whereby individuals can engage within a defined set of shared knowledge but can be stretched to thinking of new possibilities. The direct input of specific project experiences on the ground makes this process insightful for these policy makers.

Secondly, the Policy Clinic approach works well where there is a need for policy to be responsive to fast changing needs and for the policy process to become more visible and more porous and accountable with contributions at different levels.

Thirdly, the Policy Clinic process can be useful in validating existing aspects of successful policy and practice to enable this to be rolled out more effectively in a city or region.

Fourthly, seeing, exchanging on site-specific contexts rather than abstract and meta-complex issues dynamizes mutual understanding and exchange. Policy clinics reinvent participatory-based policies with high-level on-site focuses, in paradoxical times of shrinking acceptance of policies and increasing needs to steer public commons in urban and regional contexts.
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